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Reff Profiles™ Installation Instructions

Mounting Bracket Installation 
Based on the location where the cubby is to 
be positioned, mark the mounting bracket (A) 
locations. If a taskpanel, tackboard or tasklight 
are present, make sure the locations chosen 
do not interfere with them. 

1.   In the depth direction, the mounting 
bracket (A) should be set back 1/16" from 
the back of the unit. (Fig. 2) 

2.   In the horizontal direction, the offset values 
vary depending on the unit. Measure the 
distances from the ends of the cubby to 
the thru hole locations and transpose these 
values to the mounting surface. (Fig. 3) 

3.   Using these locations, position and fasten 
the mounting brackets (A) using fastener 
(B) taking care to orient the brackets so the 
hooked portion is in back. (Fig. 4) 

Unit Mounting 
1.   If the tape is shipped loose, first apply the 

reveal tape (C) to the top of the cubby inset 
5/8" from the front and sides. (Fig. 5) 

2.   Align the pockets in the back of the cubby 
with the hook detail of the mounting 
bracket, rotate the unit into place and 
secure the cubby using fastener (D) one 
per bracket. (Fig. 5A & 5B) 

Under Mount Cubby
 

Part# 6TP00087

Parts List - Hardware
(A)  6TP40368  

BRKT,CUBBY\UM\ASM 
(B)  5124120  

SCR,SM FLP 10x3/4 T-A ZN 

(C)  5930290  
TAPE,FOAM\1S\BL,3/8x3/8 

(D)  6TP40364  
BOLT,JOINT CONN 1/4-20x16mm

Tools Needed
Measuring Tape  
8/16" Diameter Drill  
Square Drive Screw Driver
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